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want to know the step by step process flow if PIO not reply on
time.
I have applied RTI act 2005 against a employee of Health and
family welfare Govt of WB. A 4th grade Staff under Medical
Superintendent cum vice principal who has acquired
unexpected property. as per his salary statement his monthly
salary Rs is 12000/-which is not enough after maintaining
luxuries livehood.
His Authority MSVP not replied till 1years. so I have made an
appeal to Appellate authority with a copy to Chief medical
officer. Both of them has directed to MSVP as reply to
applicant directly within 15days. As per the direction MSVP
had replied manipulated vague and suppress the original fact
only to safe his employee.
I have applied another application to the commissioner for
getting original fact with documents proof. Commissioner also
directed to concern MSVP to reply to applicant directly and
made a copy to him, but till 60days over MSVP not replied.
should I issue a reminder to commissioner?
Should I made application to the Minister of concern
department.
need to suggest the appropriate steps.
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Your earliest RTI application has gone wasted due to time
lapse.
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you are not entitled for third party information,
PIO can easily deny your resquest
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Let PIO reply as such, which Sh. Deepak Joshi has opined.
But the querist has not taken action as is stipulated in the RTI
act against his previous application, so that has elapsed due
to time limit. However, the querist may submit a fresh RTI
application if he so wishes and let PIO reply so that it is
denied for being the 3rd party info.
OM
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